
T R A I N I N G  F O R  A N  I N D O O R  R A C E
F O R  A  M O R E  E X P E R I E N C E D  C YC L I S T

All the sessions in this training program are for experienced cyclists (beginners – take a look at 
the other training plan!) and based on your FTP (Functional Threshold Power). The full program 
here is fairly demanding and you should have a good level of fitness before starting this.

What is your FTP?

Your FTP is the maximum amount of work that you can carry out for an hour, so before starting 
the program if you don’t know your FTP, you will need to carry out a quick test. 

To calculate your FTP:

• Warm up for at least 10 minutes ensuring to come almost all the way up to the effort level 
you intend to carry out

• Work as hard as you can for 20 minutes and then record your average watts for the period 
of the test

• Take this result and multiply it by 0.95 to give your FTP

• The closer to your maximum effort this test is, the more effective the following training plan 
will be

A watt bike is a great piece of kit to do this test on and can be found at most Virgin Active 
Health Clubs.

As you complete the program your FTP should improve, which is reflected in the increasing 
challenge of the sessions. There is no need to retest your FTP – you will be doing one on race 
day, so you can see how much you have improved then!

• The majority of athletes are at their most efficient between 85 and 95 RPM. The lower your 
cadence (the rate at which you are turning the pedals) the more it relies on muscles and 
the higher the more on your vascular system. Too low and your muscles will tire too fast, 
too high and you will not be using them enough

• Have a play around with your wattage. Once you know your planned wattage you can do 
some 5 minute sets at that wattage at a different range of cadences e.g. 80, 90, 100 RPM to 
see which feels easiest

• Don’t leave it too late, if you find that you can raise your effort hugely over the last few 
minutes then you have probably not worked hard enough

• Once you have reached your planned wattage and your preferred cadence many people 
find it best to focus on the cadence

• Have a bottle of water to hand and a snack for after (a banana is often a good shout)

If you are relatively new to training you should aim to carry out 4 high quality sessions per 
week (check out the beginner guide to get you started). The high intensity sessions should be 
preceded by a warm up and a cooldown. Aim to keep things fairly light in the few days leading 
up to the race, drink plenty of water and get some good R&R – aka sleep. 


